A Celebration of Solidarity and Resistance

American Friend Service Committee
Chicago Fundraiser
November 15, 2018
Welcome & Year in Review

Emcees: Jehad Abusalim & Debbie Southorn
DJ: Elgin Bokari-Smith
Video Produced by Jon Krieg

AFSC Chicago Programs
No Cop Academy
Communities Against Islamophobia
No Way to Treat a Child

Presentation of the “Inspiration for Hope” Award to
8th Day Center for Justice

Presentation of Gaza Unlocked Essay Contest Winner

Closing Remarks
Brant Rosen, Midwest Regional Director
Silent Auction!
Closes @8:30pm

Honoree: 8th Day Center for Justice
The 8th Day Center for Justice, founded in 1974 by six congregations of Roman Catholic women and men in Chicago were appropriately named after the Christian concept of an eighth day where creation will be complete only when "justice rules the land." Their inspirational commitment and work in Chicago touched nearly every peace and social justice issue as they served as a prophetic voice against injustice, educating others about the oppressive structures operating in their own backyards. Their presence in our work will be missed.

Thank you to our Silent Auction Contributors!

- Ali Abunimah  
- Jehad Abusalim  
- John Cassel  
- Chicago Fair Trade  
- Eric Garcia  
- For the People Arts Collective  
- Aaron Hughes  
- Karen Light  
- MarketPlace India  
- Lillian Moats  
- Ruby Pinto  
- Orayb Najjar  
- Rosalie Riegler  
- Brant Rosen  
- Sarah Ross  
- Silk Road Theater  
- Timeline Theater  
- Tulia's Artisan Gallery  
- Rachel Wallis  
- WBEZ  
- Wines for Humanity  
- World Finds Fair Trade
Special thanks to:

Our host at Al Hambra Palace Restaurant: Dr. Naser Rustom; Mamoun Abu Elkhair, manager

Host Committee: Monica Trinidad, Maha Jarad, Lynn Pollack, Paula Roderick

Table Hosts: Benjamin Doherty, Rebekah Levin, Scott Plummer & Jim Snyder, Linda Khateeb & Don Wagner, Rupa Shah, Edward Thompson


Our AMAZING volunteers!

Chicago Program Staff
Jehad Abusalim, Jennifer Bing,
Jesus Palafox, Brant Rosen, Debbie Southorn, Mary Zerkel

Visiting AFSC staff
Jon Krieg, Melissa Stoner

AFSC, 637 S. Dearborn #3
Chicago, IL 60605 www.afsc.org